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Industry is working to make parts lighter, smaller, and more intricate. Achieving these goals requires advanced 
technology, knowledge, and facilities, and many companies believe that enhancing productivity is important. Latent 
imaging is a micro-machining technique that is currently applied to UK 2 pound coin and 500 Japanese yen to 
counteract sophisticated counterfeiting techniques. However, a review of relevant research indicates that few reports 
are available on latent-image machining. Similarly, little information is available on latent-image computer-aided 
manufacturing (CAM). Under this context, we propose a method for latent image processing using a machining 
center, and we have been researching for several years. At the beginning of our research, we used a table swivel 
five-axis machining center and developed a CAM that generates numerical control (NC) codes for latent image 
processing from arbitrary images. In addition, we conducted processing experiments. We achieved a high machining 
quality that won an award in a contest, but problems, such as short tool life and labor-intensive management of the 
center of rotation, were discovered later. Therefore, a method for performing latent image processing with a three-
axis machining center was developed, and experiments were conducted using two methods. The processing method 
has almost been established, and reasonably satisfactory samples in terms of cost and processing quality can be 
processed. However, that the evaluation of latent image-processing quality relies on visual inspection. In addition, 
from the beginning, it was believed that latent image processing could be applied when producing souvenirs and 
during practical training at educational institutions, such as our school, but we did not specifically consider 
approaches to use it. In this paper, we first introduce the three types of existing latent image processing techniques 
and summarize their characteristics. Next, the methods for evaluating the latent image-processing quality and 
utilizing the technique are described, and the findings are reported. 
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Fig. 1 Latent image sample by machining
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